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Abstract
Kuper (1996) analysed income convergence between groups of countries
relative to the world-widedevelopmentof real per capita GDP. Here we analyse
each of the groups separately.
Within groups there are differences in the development of real per capita
GDP. For instance, Japan is moving away from the OECD average level of
income at a high speed. So do Australia and New Zealand, but in the opposite
direction and a little slower. With respect to Asia, we ﬁnd evidence for strong
relative divergence:East Asia and South Asia are growingapart in terms of real
per capita GDP. Latin America as a whole seems to diverge from the average
world-wide level of income. There is mixed evidence on convergence and di-
vergence for individual Latin American countries. Between African countries
we ﬁnd sharp differences in the development of real per capita GDP. Espe-
cially Central African countries are falling behind at relatively high speeds as
compared to countries in the north and south of Africa.
Our analysis conﬁrms Quah’s results on the immobility over time of indi-
vidual countries with respect to the ability to converge to the world average
level of real per capita GDP. In our sample, only Singapore moved from the
group of low income countriesto the group of high income countries. From the
estimation results we expectMalaysia to catch up with countrieslike Korea and
Singapore.
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11 Introduction
Thirty years after Solow’sand Swan’s contributions on economicgrowth researchon
economicgrowth prominently returned on the researchagenda.The renewedinterest
was initiated by Romer (1986) and Lucas (1988). The main difference between the
wave of the 1960s and the new wave of the 1980s and 1990s is the determination of
economic growth within the model rather than assuming that exogenousfactors spur
growth. Another factor that promoted research on economic growth is the substantial
difference between growth rates of output per worker across countries and over




did not ﬁt the stylized facts.
Most studies on convergence suggest that countries converge, conditionally, at
a rate of 2–3% per year (cf. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995)). According to Quah
(1993a) these studies in fact do not measure whether the income distribution across
countriesbecomesmore even,becausethe conventionalconvergencetests aretainted
by Galton’s fallacy (regression-to-the-mean). In order to get meaningful information
on convergence and divergence between groups of countries, the income (measured
as real per capita GDP) of these countries or groups of countries should be analysed
relative to the world-wide development of income (see Quah (1993a and 1993b)).
Kuper (1996) analysesincome (real per capita GDP) convergencebetween groups
of countries relative to the world-wide development. Using a combination of cross-
section data and time series data for the period 1970–1990 he ﬁnds evidence for a
separation in levels of income (measured as real per capita GDP) between groups of
countries. Africa seems to be trapped in a situation with a low level of real per capita
GDP,whereastheOECDcountriesﬁndthemselvesinapositionwitharelativelyhigh
level of real per capita GDP. Latin America diverges and Asia convergesrelatively to
the world-wide development. This is illustrated in ﬁgure 1.1 and, more detailed, in
ﬁgure 1.2 which are copied from Kuper (1996).
Withinregionstherearedifferencesinratesofconvergenceaswell,aswillbeshown
in the next section. The OECD consists of a rather homogeneous group of countries
compared to Asia and Latin America. Looking somewhat closer we ﬁnd evidence
for relative divergence (unbalanced growth) within the OECD. Japan moves away
rapidly to a higher level of real per capita GDP, whereas New Zealand and Australia




Figure 1.2 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP per region, relative to the
group, 1971–1990
4fall behind. The EuropeanOECD countries show signs of relative convergenceto the
average OECD level of real per capita GDP.
Asian countries are generally identiﬁed as countries which are rapidly catching
up with the world-wide development of levels of income. This is especially true for
East Asia. Not surprisingly, in this paper we ﬁnd that East Asia and South Asia are
diverging, with South Asia falling back and East Asia forging ahead.
One of the puzzles in growth analysis is why Latin America was not able to take
advantage its relative high level of real per capita GDP in the early 1970s. Unlike
Asia, Latin America in fact is falling back in terms of per capita income. What we
ﬁnd here is a rather mixed picture: Guyana, Nicaragua are falling back rapidly, while
Brazil and Ecuador are converging.
African countries are trapped in a situation with a low income per capita (see
ﬁgure1.1).This holdstrue especiallyfor the sub-Saharancountries.Our resultspoint
at relative divergence between Southern African and Northern African countries on
the one hand and Central African countries on the other hand. The latter becoming
poorer compared to the former group of countries. However, with respect to the
world-wide development of real per capita GDP, Africa as a whole is falling back.
Before we discuss the stylized facts and the estimation results for each of the four
regions we have to digress a bit on the data we have used.The data are gatheredfrom
the International Financial Statistics (IFS) of the IMF. The data appendixA provides
more detailed information on how we converted real GDP in domestic currencies to
real GDP in internationally comparable US-dollars using nominal exchange rates.
Alternatively, we might have used the Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) exchange rate,
but these are not available from the IFS database for a broad sample of countries.
However, the analysis presented here can be reproduced by using the Summers and
Heston data which are based on the PPP exchangerate in order to assessthe effect of
choice of conversion.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the stylized facts as
well as the estimation results on relative convergence for each of the four regions
separately. The results point at convergence or divergence within a region. What
these results do not show is how countries from different regions compare. However,
Kuper (1996) generates results on convergence for the four regions relative to the
average world-wide level of income. Combining these results with the results for
countries within each of the regions we are able to indicate an individual country’s
performance relative to the average world-wide level of real per capita GDP. This is
discussed in section 3. Furthermore, it is demonstrated that in our sample only one
countrymanagedtoescapethegroupoflowincomecountriesduringtheperiod1970–
51990. In fact, this is in line with Quah (1993a) who points at an extreme immobility
over time of individual countries using a Markov chain transition analysis. The ﬁnal
section concludes.
2 Relative convergence per region
Here, we present some stylized facts for each of the four regions considered. These
regions are the OECD (including Japan), Asia (excluding Japan), Latin America
and Africa. The data appendix contains a list of countries for which time-series
information on real per capita GDP for the period 1970–1990 is available.
For each country within any one of the regions the average level of real per capita
GDPislistedfor foursubperiodsofﬁveyearseach.Thegroupaverageofeachregion
is listed as well. The ﬁgures following the tables show the level of real per capita
GDP versus the rates of growth of real per capita GDP. Note that the data in the
ﬁgures are normalized, that is the data for each country for the whole sample period
are divided by the average level of real per capita GDP for the group to which those
countries belong. The data on real per capita GDP for each country within a group
are normalized in order to avoid regression-to-the-mean. Here, we deﬁne relative (or
normalized) real per capita GDP for region or country i as Q yi;t:
Q yi;t D yi;t= N yt (1)
where yi;t is region or country i’s average real per capita GDP at time t,a n d N y tis the
averagereal per capita GDP of the groupto which the regionor countrybelongs.The
implicationisthatforindividualcountriestocatchupwiththegrouptheyhavetobeat
the average rates of growth. Estimating speeds of convergence based on normalized
data is not corrupted by overall rates of growth as would otherwise be the case.
Following Ben-David (1995) we estimate the following convergence model using
normalized data (see appendix B for some more detail):




log.Q yi;t−1/ C ui;t (2)
Parameter measuresrelativeconvergenceandisallowedtodifferbetweencountries.
A positive value for  indicates relative convergence, whereas a value of <0i st o
be interpreted as relative divergence.
2.1 OECD
Table 2.1 presents average levels of real per capita GDP for 24 OECD-countries for
four subperiods.A number of countries are way belowto OECD averagelevelof real
6percapitaGDP.ThesecountriesareSpain,Ireland,Greece,TurkeyandPortugal.The
highest level of real per capita GDP is found in Switzerland.
Figure 2.1 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the OECD
average, 1971–1990
Figure2.1relatesgrowthdeviationsfromthegroup(OECD)averagerateofgrowth
to the levels of real per capita GDP relative to the group level. When we look at
deviations of real per capita GDP for individual countries relative to real per capita
GDP for the OECD as a whole, we clearly can identify ﬁve clusters of countries.
To the left, well below the group average level of real per capita GDP, is Turkey.
The second cluster consists of Portugal and Greece. Just below the OECD level of
income are the UK, Australia, Spain, Italy, Ireland, and New Zealand. Switzerland
has the highest level of real per capita GDP relative to the OECD average. The other
countries have average or just above OECD average levels of real per capita GDP.
The information in ﬁgure 2.1 is a bit blurred. To show the dynamics in some more
detail each country is plotted separately. These plots are presented in appendix C as
ﬁgures C.1– C.4. The UK, Australia and New Zealand are below average OECD-
7Table 2.1 Average levels of real per capita GDP (US-$)
Countries code 1971–1975 1976–1980 1981–1985 1986–1990
Turkey tur 1176 1358 1389 1641
Portugal prt 4082 4613 5130 5953
Greece grc 4884 5768 6018 6493
Ireland irl 7665 8824 9785 11953
Spain esp 9333 10268 10461 12241
New Zealand nzl 11088 11247 12525 13229
Australia aus 12840 13934 14907 16645
Italy ita 12908 15226 16893 19118
United Kingdom gbr 13116 14347 15058 17811
Belgium bel 14482 16479 17663 19503
Japan jap 14567 16842 19649 23568
Austria aut 14635 17010 18562 20536
Canada can 14834 17386 18643 21384
Netherlands nld 15443 17130 17360 19233
France fra 15817 17897 19226 21233
Norway nor 16015 19832 22867 26082
Iceland isl 16309 19546 22258 25153
United States usa 16895 18486 19265 21585
Luxembourg lux 17180 18127 19570 23732
Germany deu 17873 20466 21963 24551
Finland ﬁn 18240 20088 23274 27012
Denmark dnk 19652 21620 23423 26438
Sweden swe 21103 22622 24306 27034
Switzerland che 29158 29427 31589 34727
OECD (average) 14137 15773 17158 19452
8Table 2.2 Parameter estimates
period 1971–1990






























Turkey 0:002 0:001 0:003 347
Portugal 0:008a 0:012a 0:004 87
Greece 0:001 0:012b −0:010b 693
Ireland 0:019a 0:009 0:031a 36
Spain 0:005 −0:002 0:011 139
New Zealand −0:037a −0:052a −0:027b 19
Australia −0:031 −0:057 −0:017 22
Italy 0:082 0:085 0:031 8






























Belgium 0:091 −0:018 0:270 8
Japan −0:093a −0:091 −0:093a 7
Austria −0:002 −0:085 0:048 347
Canada 0:006 −0:049 0:043 116
Netherlands 0:080 0:054 0:542 9
France 0:008 −0:009 0:030 87
Norway −0:021 −0:087a 0:002 33
Iceland −0:011 −0:094a 0:023 63
United States 0:049 0:051 0:043 14
Luxembourg −0:008 0:042 −0:066a 87
Germany 0:004 −0:001 0:008 173
Finland −0:017 −0:016 −0:017 41
Denmark 0:013 0:022 0:004 53
Sweden 0:019 0:026 0:010 36
Switzerland 0:016a 0:021b 0:010 43
observations 480 240 240
N R2 0:033 0:045 0:072
a differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 5%.
b differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 10%.
9income. UK moved away from the OECD average in the 1970s and more or less
recovers in the 1980s. Australia and New Zealand are moving further away from it
(relative divergence). Japan and the USA are above average with Japan diverging
and the USA converging,relatively speaking.Japancaught up with the United States
somewhere in the mid-1980s. Switzerland is converging as well. Ireland catches up.
Luxembourg is diverging, especially in the 1980s, whereas Greece converges during
the 1970s and diverges in the 1980s. Iceland is diverging away from the OECD
average in the 1970s. Portugal seems to catch up as well. Spain, on the other hand,
shows little improvement in terms of income per capita, nor does Turkey.
From the estimation results in table 2.2 we observe a rather poor ﬁt. This suggests
that there is little signiﬁcant relative convergence or divergence within the OECD.
Nevertheless,the outcomes conﬁrm the stylized facts: Japan, Norway (in the 1970s),
Luxembourg (in the 1980s), Iceland (in the 1970s) and New Zealand diverge relative
to the OECD average. Switzerland, Ireland and Portugal converge.
Speeds of adjustment () for the period 1970–1990 range from -0.093 for Japan
to 0.091 for Belgium. The estimate for Belgium implies that it takes about 8 years
to close half the gap between the level of real per capita GDP of Belgium and the
average OECD-income (half-life). Japan doubles its distance to the OECD average
income in about 7 years. From the Wald test on coefﬁcient restrictions (presented in
table D.1 in appendix D) we can conclude that speeds of adjustment for Japan and
New Zealand differ signiﬁcantly from other countries.
2.2 Asia
Table 2.3 presents average levels of real per capita GDP for 11 Asian countries for
four subperiods. From the table it is clear that Singapore, Korea and Malaysia are all
above the Asian average level of real per capita GDP. South Asia is way below the
Asian average level of income.
Figure 2.2 relates growth deviations from the group (Asia) average rate of growth
to the levels of real per capita GDP relative to the group level. Looking at real GDP
per capita Singapore, Korea and Malaysia perform above average compared to Asia
as a whole. South Asia lags behind, and is in fact falling back even more. The latter
can be shown by looking at the dynamics for each country in some more detail (see
ﬁgures C.5– C.6 in appendix C).
Figures C.5– C.6 shows how Southern Asian countries fall back in levels of real
percapitaGDP.In1971,real percapitaGDPwasbelowthe average.In1990,income
was even lower relative to average Asian income. This holds true for Pakistan as well
if we skip the data for 1971 and 1972 (due to the outﬂow of millions of refugees to
10Figure 2.2 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Asian
average, 1971–1990
11Table 2.3 Average levels of real per capita GDP (US-$)
Countries code 1971–1975 1976–1980 1981–1985 1986–1990
Nepal npl 143 150 149 165
Pakistan pak 199 242 287 334
India ind 225 245 274 327
Indonesia idn 278 368 444 517
Sri Lanka lka 356 413 417 448
Burma bur 477 558 700 630
Philippines phl 535 640 645 597
Thailand tha 635 807 982 1302
Malaysia mys 1259 1594 1929 2140
Korea kor 1806 2592 3323 5046
Singapore sgp 5068 6851 9763 12224
Asia (average) 998 1314 1719 2157
India). On the whole we may ﬁnd relative divergence for South Asia. This will be
conﬁrmed by the estimation results in this section.
For East Asia the story is different. In 1971, Singapore, Korea and Malaysia had
aboveaveragelevelsofincome,whereasthePhilippinesandThailandwerejustbelow
theaverage.IncomeinIndonesiawasevenlower.Duringthe1970sand1980sincome
in Indonesiaandthe Philippines declinedevenfurther (relative divergence).Thailand
diverged relatively in the 1970s and seems to recover in the 1980s. Singapore and
Korea forged ahead (relative divergence) and Malaysia shows relative convergence.
The estimation results presented in table 2.4 point at strong relative divergence.
The wealthier countries in East Asia are becoming richer and South Asia is falling
behind at a relatively high speed compared to the average Asian development. The
parameter estimates for East Asia are not signiﬁcantly different from 0 (except for
the Philippines). This implies that Malaysia may possibly catch up with countries
like Korea and Singapore.
Finally, when we compare speeds of adjustment () between pairs of countries,
we ﬁnd statistically signiﬁcant different ’s between Southern Asian countries. The
outcomesfromtheWaldtestsarereportedintableD.2inappendixD.ThePhilippines
and Singapore differ from other countries in this respect also.
12Table 2.4 Parameter estimates
period 1971–1990































Nepal −0:019a −0:028a −0:013a 36
Pakistan 0:002 0:019 −0:012b 347
India −0:017a −0:030a −0:008 41
Indonesia −0:007 −0:002 −0:012 99
Sri Lanka −0:029a −0:028 −0:029a 24
Burma −0:047a −0:024 −0:061a 15
Philippines −0:047a −0:037 −0:050a 15































Malaysia 0:069 0:043 0:196 10
Korea −0:021 −0:004 −0:033b 33
Singapore −0:006 −0:008 −0:003 116
observations 220 110 110
N R2 0:090 0:045 0:227
a differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 5%.
b differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 10%.
132.3 Latin America
Table 2.5 presents average levels of real per capita GDP (income) for 22 Latin
American countries for four subperiods. From the table it is clear that Panama,
Argentina, Venezuela, Chile, Trinidad & Tobago, Jamaica, Mexico, Costa Rica and
Uruguay are all above the Latin American average level of real per capita GDP.
Nicaragua, Guyana, Haiti are way below the average levels of income and are falling
behind even further.
Table 2.5 Average levels of real per capita GDP (US-$)
Countries code 1971–1975 1976–1980 1981–1985 1986–1990
Nicaragua nic 328 293 207 155
Haiti hti 415 475 435 401
Guyana guy 620 603 514 470
Dominican Republic dom 673 776 782 795
Ecuador ecu 696 891 922 906
Peru per 745 766 727 683
Guatemala gtm 747 875 805 735
Colombia col 801 920 981 1073
Paraguay pry 809 1042 1185 1164
Bolivia bol 832 937 802 691
Brazil bra 973 1222 1190 1287
El Salvador slv 1153 1239 967 961
Honduras hnd 1199 1308 1248 1235
Costa Rica cri 1496 1739 1555 1630
Uruguay ury 1595 1836 1794 1946
Chile chl 1640 1617 1665 1900
Jamaica jam 1804 1507 1379 1440
Panama pan 2079 2161 2460 2233
Mexico mex 2262 2600 2849 2642
Venezuela ven 2734 2885 2426 2369
Trinidad & Tobago tto 3990 5219 5534 4259
Argentina arg 4643 4690 4280 4081
Latin America (average) 1465 1618 1578 1503
14Figure 2.3 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Latin
American average, 1971–1990
15Table 2.6 Parameter estimates
period 1971–1990







































Nicaragua −0:023a −0:034a −0:017a 30
Haiti −0:003 0:007 −0:012 231
Guyana −0:019b −0:042a −0:005 36
Dominican Republic 0:022 0:024 0:020 131
Ecuador 0:043a 0:054a 0:023 16
Peru −0:017 −0:012 −0:022 41
Guatemala 0:000 0:011 −0:009 –
Colombia 0:030 0:016 0:057 23
Paraguay 0:046b 0:046 0:050 15
Bolivia −0:009 0:007 −0:019 77
Brazil 0:087a 0:102a 0:045 8
El Salvador −0:013 −0:071 0:002 53







































Costa Rica 0:081 0:074 0:088 9
Uruguay −0:031 0:020 −0:046 22
Chile 0:023 0:264b −0:133 30
Jamaica 0:012 0:091 0:167 58
Panama 0:010 0:003 0:014 69
Mexico −0:016 −0:025 −0:011 43
Venezuela 0:024 0:030 0:011 29
Trinidad & Tobago −0:000 −0:025b 0:020 –
Argentina 0:012 0:012 0:011 58
observations 440 220 220
N R2 0:066 0:120 0:018
a differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 5%.
b differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 10%.
16Figure2.3relatesgrowthdeviationsfromthegroup(LatinAmerica)averagerateof
growth to the levelsof real per capita GDP relative to the grouplevel. Lookingat real
GDP per capita, Argentina and Trinidad & Tobago perform aboveaverage compared
to Latin America. Nicaragua is falling behind, and is in fact falling back even further.
Figures C.7– C.10 in appendix C illustrate the dynamics for each country in some
more detail.
Figure C.7 shows that Paraguay and Colombia seem to catch up relative to the
Latin American average level of income. So is Argentina. Nicaragua is doing worse,
especially since the mid-1970s, while Chile recovers after a period low rates of
growth. Brazils pattern of convergenceis disturbed in late 1970suntil the mid-1980s.
In 1990, Brazil experienced relatively low growth. Figure C.9 show that Trinidad
& Tobago, Jamaica and Mexico are above Latin American levels of real per capita
GDP, with Trinidad & Tobago diverging in the 1970s and converging in the 1980s.
Finally, Ecuadoris catchingupquite rapidlywith theaveragelevelofincomein Latin
America.
The estimation results presented in table 2.6 point at strong relative convergence
forBrazil(half-life is8years)andEcuador(half-life is16years).Relativedivergence
is found for Guyana, Nicaragua and Trinidad & Tobago (only for the 1980s).
Finally,whenwecomparespeedsof adjustment() betweenpairsof countries,we
ﬁndstatisticallysigniﬁcantdifferent’sespeciallyforBrazil,EcuadorandNicaragua.
The outcomes from the Wald tests are reported in table D.3 in appendix D.
2.4 Africa
Finally, table 2.7 shows the average levels of real per capita GDP (income) for ﬁve-
year periods. Compared to average African income, Northern African countries (like
Morocco and Tunisia) and Southern African countries (South Africa and Botswana)
are better off. Cameroon in West Africa and the isle of Mauritius are doing relatively
well also. Sub-Saharan African countries are falling behind.
Figure 2.4 relates deviations from the African average rate of growth to the levels
of real per capitaGDP relativeto the group(African) levelof income.Thereseemsto
be a clustering of countries: First, South Africa has a relatively high level of income.
Second,Botswana,Morocco,Cameroon,TunisiaandMauritiusarejustaboveaverage
in terms of real per capita GDP. The third group is formed by a number of Central
African countries with on average negative growth rates of real per capita GDP at
already low levels of income. This suggests that these countries are falling behind
and will be falling behind even more in the near future.
17Table 2.7 Average levels of real per capita GDP (US-$)
Countries code 1971–1975 1976–1980 1981–1985 1986–1990
Tanzania tza 111 110 99 98
Ethiopia eth 157 128 126 120
Burundi bdi 157 180 202 215
Zaire zar 183 152 107 103
Malawi mwi 209 241 222 221
Uganda uga 210 166 145 146
Kenya ken 282 320 312 317
Madagascar mdg 366 335 282 265
Zambia zmb 496 445 393 344
Ghana gha 505 439 376 385
Morocco mar 773 892 935 1052
Botswana bwa 826 1290 1661 2249
Cameroon cmr 843 967 1290 1264
Tunisia tun 1023 1284 1480 1529
Mauritius mus 1296 1691 1726 2294
South Africa zaf 3060 3131 3137 2884
Africa (average) 656 736 781 843
18Figure 2.4 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the African
average, 1971–1990
19Table 2.8 Parameter estimates
period 1971–1990

































Tanzania −0:011a −0:012 −0:010 63
Ethiopia −0:017b −0:027b −0:011 41
Burundi −0:002 −0:003 −0:001 347
Zaire −0:027b −0:051b −0:016b 26
Malawi −0:004 0:011 −0:015 173
Uganda −0:021b −0:055b −0:003 33
Kenya −0:005 −0:001 −0:008 139
Madagascar −0:033b −0:051a −0:026b 21
Zambia −0:058b −0:087a −0:051b 12

































Morocco 0:008 −0:001 0:016 87
Botswana −0:054b −0:070 −0:051b 13
Cameroon 0:016 −0:007b 0:024 43
Tunisia −0:020 −0:061 0:004 35
Mauritius −0:025a −0:010 −0:036b 28
South Africa 0:015a 0:010 0:022b 46
observations 320 160 160
N R2 0:114 0:155 0:137
a differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 10%.
b differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 5%.
20Figures C.11– C.13 show the developmentof income for individual African coun-
tries. South Africa—well above the average level of African income—is converging
relative to the average African level of income. Uganda,Ghana and Kenyaare falling
back, while Tunisia and—to some extent—Morocco are forging ahead relative to
African averageincome.So is Botswana.Botswanais almost catchingup with South
Africa. Ehiopia is falling back dramatically which may not come as a surprise. Zam-
bia, Zaire and Tanzania are diverging from the African average level of income as
well. Mauritius is doing relatively well, while Madagascar falls back. Cameroon
performed well until the mid-1980s. What we see in the ﬁgures is conﬁrmed by the
estimation results presented in table 2.8.
When we lookat the estimation results in table 2.8 we ﬁnd a ratherlarge numberof
negativecoefﬁcients,most of which are signiﬁcantly different from zero. This points
atrelativedivergingeconomies.Tunisia,BotswanaandMauritiushaveaboveaverage
levels of income and are diverging away from the African average level of income
even further. Most other African countries diverge away in the opposite direction at
relatively high speeds. For instance, Ghana is doubling the distance of its level of
income relative to the African average level of income every 19 years. For Zaire the
double-life is 12 years. Convergence towards the average is found in South Africa.
From the Wald test on coefﬁcient restrictions (table D.4 in appendix D) we can
conclude that speed of adjustment for South Africa, Botswana and Zambia differs
signiﬁcantly from the speed of adjustment of a large number of other countries.
3 Global convergence
In the previous section we looked at four (geographical) regions. The data for each
country in any one of the regions were normalized on the regional average levels
of real per capita GDP. Convergence was estimated relative to the regional average.
Here we combine estimation results for each region with the estimation results for
the global economy from Kuper (1996). The latter results are repeated here.
Table 3.1 shows sharp differences in growth rates over time and across regions. In
the1970smostcountriesexperiencedpositivegrowth,whereasinthe1980stheLatin-
American countries on average show a decline in per capita GDP. Asia experienced
aboveworld-averageratesofgrowth.ToalesserextentthesameappliestotheOECD.
Latin America and Africa are considerably below the world-average rates of growth.
As long as this is the case, those countries diverge in terms of levels of income: in
order to catch up, countries or regions have to beat the average.
21Table 3.1 Average annual rates of growth of real per capita GDP
Annual growth rates of real per capita GDP
period Latin America Africa Asia OECD World
1971–1975 2:44 2:46 4:56 2:83 2:89
1976–1980 1:79 0:31 4:41 2:63 2:13
1981–1985 −2:15 0:01 2:40 1:64 0:26
1986–1990 −0:08 0:93 3:79 2:65 1:62
The estimation results are in table 3.2. The outcomes are in accordance with the
stylized facts reported earlier: OECD and Africa are stable relative to the world-
wide development. The relative convergence parameter for the OECD countries as
well as for African countries is not signiﬁcantly different from 0 in both subperiods.
Latin America is falling behind in the second half of the sample period: the relative
convergence parameter is -0.021 in the 1980s (which is signiﬁcantly different from
0 at a signiﬁcance level of 1%). Asia is catching up in both subperiods: the relative
convergence factor is 0.022 and differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 1%. Latin America
diverges relative to the world-wide development of income (relative divergence of
1.4%,i.e. a double-life of 50years), whereasAsiaconverges(relative convergenceof
2.2%,thisimpliesahalf-lifeof32years).TheseresultsconﬁrmRomer’spresumption
that the relative income gap between rich and poor tends to widen (Romer (1986)).
For each of the countries in our sample we have data on the average level of real
percapitaGDP relative to the world averagelevelofreal percapitaGDP. AppendixE
discusseshow we canderive the parameter for convergencefor an individual country
relative to the world level O j (note that j D e−j) as a weighted average of the
convergence parameter for an individual country versus the region (denoted as O j;i)
on the one hand and the convergence parameter of a region versus the world O i on
the other hand:
O j D
O j;i log Q xj;i C O i log Q xi
log Q Q xj;i
where Q Q xj;i is lagged real per capita GDP for an individual country j relative to the
world-wide average level of real per capita GDP, Q xi is lagged relative real per capita
GDP for region i,a n dQ x j ; i is lagged real per capita GDP for country j relative to
22Table 3.2 Parameter estimates for the alternative equation (t-values between parentheses).
Subscript i indicates the region: 1=OECD, 2=Latin America, 3=Africa, 4=Asia
1971–1990 1971–1980 1981–1990
1 −0:000 0:001 −0:001
.−0:087/. 0 : 198/. − 0 : 212/
2 −0:014a −0:004 −0:021a
.−5:592/. − 1 : 584/. − 5 : 737/
3 −0:002 −0:001 −0:002
.−1:012/. − 0 : 588/. − 0 : 921/
4 0:022a 0:020a 0:025a
.9:203/. 10:557/. 5 : 710/
observations 80 40 40
N R2 0:589 0:712 0:619
a differs signiﬁcantly from 0 at 1%.
the average of the region i to which the country belongs. Again, the bar denotes the
average over time. Note that
log Q Q xj;i D log Q xj;i C log Q xi
The countries are now subdivided in four categories. The classiﬁcation is based
on the level of real per capita GDP and on the sign of the parameter , indicating
convergence or divergence. Groups I and II are composed of low income countries,
that is countries with a level of real per capita GDP below the world-wide average
level of real per capita GDP. Groups III andIV are the high incomecountries (OECD
countriesexceptGreeceandTurkey).GroupIarecountrieswithbelowaverageinitial
levels of per capita income and a negative value for parameter . These countries
have drifted away from the world average level of per capita income. In other words,
they divergedrelative to the world. Group II consistsof countries with belowaverage
initial levels of real per capita income, and a positive rate of convergence. Those
countries are converging. Countries in groups III and IV experience above average
initial levels of real per capita GDP. Group III diverges from to the world average
(negativeparameter of convergence).Group IV converges(positive parameter). Note
23that countries in group IV start at a high level of per capita income and fall back in
terms of income per capita.











































































High 1975 10 12
1980 13 9
1985 12 10
Table 3.3 is to be interpreted as follows. Observe, that the total sample period is
divided into four periods of ﬁve years each. In each section of the table (groups I to
IV) are four ﬁgures. One for each of the four subperiods. For instance, in the period
1971–1975 we found 28 countries with a negative value for  starting at a value of
per capita GDP below average in 1970. Similarly, for 24 countries  was positive
over the period 1971–1975 but average initial incomes were below average.
From this table we can derive a number of conclusions. First, the number of
countries with a level of income below average remained fairly stable over the whole
sample period. However, the composition changed: in the 1980s more countries
tended to diverge away from the average level of real per capita GDP as compared
to the 1970s (about 27 in the 1970s versus 37 in the 1980s). Second, in the ﬁrst
subperiod 52 countries averaged below per capita GDP, whereas in the second half
of the 1970s and the 1980s 51 countries had below average levels of per capita GDP.
The one country that escaped the poorer group is Singapore. Finally, groups I and
III (diverging economies) grew larger over time, whereas the number of converging
economies diminished.
The transition of countries from one group to another is displayed in ﬁgure 3.1.
Onlyonecountry(Singapore)movedfromthelowincomegroupIItothehighincome















































































28 24 10 11
25 26 10 12
37 14 13 9


















from group II to group I and 8 countries moved from IV to III. In the same period,
only 9 (out of 35) countries joined the converging group of countries.
From table 3.3 and ﬁgure 3.1 we can not identify individual countries but the
development over time is clearly illustrated. In the next ﬁgures we tried to give more
country speciﬁc information at the expense of information over time. We divided
the countries in two groups: diverging countries (groups I and III in table 3.3) and
convergingcountries(groupsIIandIVintable3.3).Figures3.2and3.3plottheinitial
levels of real per capita GDP on the horizontal axes and the ﬁnal levels of real per
capitaGDPontheverticalaxes.Thesizeofthebubbleindicatestherateofdivergence
and convergence, respectively. Countries above the 45 degree line in ﬁgure 3.2 are
forging ahead, for instance Japan and some Northern European countries. Countries
below the 45 degree line are falling behind. Examples of the latter are Argentina
and Trinidad & Tobago. Singapore clearly has managed to escape the group of low
income countries at a very fast rate. In 1970, real per capita GDP in Singapore was
somewhat below the world average level of real per capita GDP. Twenty years later,
real per capita GDP in Singapore is about twice the world average level of real per
capita GDP.
Figure 3.3 showsconvergingeconomies.Belowthe averagelevelof real per capita
GDP(thatisbelowavalueof1)countriescatchupwiththeworldaveragelevelofreal
per capita GDP. Countries which have already above average levels of income slow
down towards the average level of income. The former applies to Botswana, Korea,
Portugal(atrelativelyhighspeeds).ThelatterappliestoanumberofOECDcountries.
France and Germany remain on the 45 degree line showing little convergence.
260 0,5 1 1,5 2 2,5 3 3,5









































Figure 3.2 Countries diverging over the period 1970–1990
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Figure 3.3 Countries converging over the period 1970–1990
274 Conclusions
According to Kuper (1996) incomes for the OECD as a whole are stable relative to
world-wide income. Within the OECD there are differences in development of real
per capita GDP. Japan is moving away from the OECD average level of income at a
highspeed.SodoAustraliaandNewZealand,butintheoppositedirectionandalittle
slower. The relative speed of convergence/divergence is expressed in the number of
yearsit takestomakeuphalfthedistancefrom theaverage(half-life) or todoublethe
distance (double-life). In general, Countries in the south of Europe (excluding Italy)
are somewhat below the OECD average level of income and converge only slowly.
Although Asia as a whole seems to converge to the average world-wide level of
income, there is evidence for strong relative divergence within Asia: East Asia and
South Asia are growing apart in terms of levels of income. The parameter estimates
are highly signiﬁcant.
Latin America as a whole seems to diverge from the average world-wide level
of income. However, there is mixed evidence on convergence and divergence for
individualLatin American countries.Thismay indicatethat there is a commonfactor
among Latin American countries that explains the position of Latin America in the
global economy.
Kuper (1996) ﬁnds relatively low levels of incomes for Africa as a whole. Closer
inspection of a number of African countries in this paper reveals differences in the
development of real per capita GDP. Especially Central African countries are falling
behind at relatively high speeds as compared to Northern African and Southern
African countries.
Furthermore, the analysis in this paper conﬁrms Quah’s results on the immobility
over time of individual countries with respect to the ability to converge to the world
average level of real per capita GDP. In fact, during the twenty years of our analysis
only Singapore moved from the group of low income countries to the group of high
income countries. Since the convergence parameters between a number of Eastern
Asian countries do not differ signiﬁcantly from each other, Malaysia may possibly
catch up with countries like Korea and Singapore.
Finally, with respect to convergence there is a clear distinction between the 1970s
and the 1980s. During the 1970s we can identify a tendency towards global conver-
gence, whereas during the 1980s countries tend to diverge.
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29A Data appendix
A.1 Time-series and countries
We gathered the following time-series information from the International Financial
Statistics (IFS) of the IMF for the countries listed in table A.1.
 real GDP (in national currencies)
 nominal exchange rate
 population
The selection of countries is based on data availability. Emphasis is on time-series
so we only selected countries for which data are available for the period 1970–1990.
A.2 Conversion
Real per capita GDP is calculated as follows. First data on real GDP are converted in
US-$:
real GDP in US-$ D
real GDP (base year 1990) in national currencies
exchange rates in the base year
Second, real GDP in US-$ is divided by population:
real per capita GDP in US-$ D
real GDP in US-$
population
Note:
1. For some countries (Germany, Japan, Iceland and Turkey) we used real GNP.
2. For some countries the base year is 1985.












































283 Panama 744 Tunisia 112 United Kingdom
288 Paraguay 686 Morocco 158 Japan
233 Colombia 746 Uganda 156 Canada
213 Argentina 652 Ghana 111 United States
336 Guyana 199 South Africa 146 Switzerland
299 Venezuela 664 Kenya 193 Australia
278 Nicaragua 616 Botswana 144 Sweden
228 Chile 674 Madagascar 184 Spain
268 Honduras 622 Cameroon 142 Norway
223 Brazil 676 Malawi 178 Ireland
263 Haiti 644 Ethiopia 138 Netherlands
218 Bolivia 684 Mauritius 174 Greece
253 El Salvador 618 Burundi 137 Luxembourg
369 Trinidad & Tobago 754 Zambia 122 Austria
243 Dominican Republic 636 Zaire 136 Italy
343 Jamaica 738 Tanzania 186 Turkey













258 Guatemala 518 Burma 132 France
238 Costa Rica 524 Sri Lanka 196 New Zealand
298 Uruguay 558 Nepal 172 Finland
248 Ecuador 564 Pakistan 182 Portugal
534 India 128 Denmark







Deﬁne yi;t as the average real per capita GDP for region i D 1;:::;K at time







where yj;i;t is real per capita GDP for country j in region i at time t.
Average world-wide per capita GDP at time t, N yt,i sd e ﬁ n e da s





y i ; t (B.1)
where the total number of countries N equals
PK








Average real per capita GDP for region i relative to the average world level of real




The following model (equation (2) in the main text) is estimated :




log.Q yi;t−1/ C ui;t
or
log Q yi;t D  C i log Q xi;t C ui;t
where Q xi;t are lagged Q yi;t’s and i D e−i (compare Ben-David (1995)). The intercept
equals 0 because the data are centered around the world average as will be shown.
The estimator O  can be calculated from
log Q y DO CO log Q x
Since
























32using equation (B.2), it follows that
log Q y D 0
The same argument goes for log Q x,s o
O Dlog Q y − O  log Q x D 0
C Graphs
This appendix illustrates the developmentof per capita rates of growth for individual
countriesrelativetotheregiontowhichthesecountriesbelong.Therearefourregional
groupings and 73 countries (see appendix A).
C.1 OECD
Figures C.1–C.4 relate to countries within the OECD.
C.2 Asia
Figures C.5– C.6 relate to Asian countries.
C.3 Latin America
Figures C.7–C.10 relate to countries within Latin America.
C.4 Africa
Figures C.11–C.13 relate to African countries.
D Wald restriction tests
The Wald test on coefﬁcient restrictions rejects the null hypothesis that the i’s are
equal across countries. The null hypothesis is
H0 : i D j;8i 6D j;i; j D 1;2;3;4
The null hypothesis of equal speeds of adjustment is rejected for probability or
p-values below a critical value of, say, 0.05. This is indicated with asterisks in
the tables D.1, D.2, D.3, and D.4 for the OECD, Asia, Latin America and Africa,
respectively.
33Figure C.1 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the OECD
average, 1971–1990 (i)
34Figure C.2 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the OECD
average, 1971–1990 (i)
35Figure C.3 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the OECD
average, 1971–1990 (i)
36Figure C.4 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the OECD
average, 1971–1990 (ii)
37Figure C.5 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Asian
average, 1971–1990
38Figure C.6 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Asian
average, 1971–1990
39Figure C.7 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Latin
American average, 1971–1990(i)
40Figure C.8 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Latin
American average, 1971–1990(i)
41Figure C.9 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Latin
American average, 1971–1990(i)
42Figure C.10 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the Latin
American average, 1971–1990(ii)
43Figure C.11 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the African
average, 1971–1990 (i)
44Figure C.12 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the African
average, 1971–1990 (i)
45Figure C.13 Per capita growth rate versus initial per capita GDP, relative to the African
average, 1971–1990 (ii)
46Table D.1 Wald coefﬁcient restriction tests (p-values below 0.05)
Countrya usa che swe esp irl nld grc tur deu nzl prt dnk









a usa: United States; che: Switzerland; swe: Sweden; esp: Spain; irl: Ireland; nld: Nether-
lands; grc: Greece; tur: Turkey; deu: Germany; nzl: New Zealand; prt: Portugal; dnk:
Denmark; jap: Japan.
Table D.2 Wald coefﬁcient restriction tests (p-values below 0.05)








a bur:Burma; lka: SriLanka; npl: Nepal; pak: Pakistan; ind:
India; idn: Indonesia; phl: Philippines; sgp: Singapore.
47Table D.3 Wald coefﬁcient restriction tests (p-values below 0.05)
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a guy: Guyana; nic: Nicaragua; bra: Brazil; hti: Haiti; bol: Bolivia; slv: El Salvador; tto:
Trinidad & Tobago; dom: Dominican Republic; per: Peru; mex: Mexico; gtm: Guatemala;
ecu: Ecuador; pry: Paraguay; col: Colombia; arg: Argentina; ven: Venezuela.
Table D.4 Wald coefﬁcient restriction tests (p-values below 0.05)
Countrya zaf bwa mdg cmr mwi eth mus bdi zmb zar tza
uga 
gha 
zaf      
ken 







a uga: Uganda; gha: Ghana; zaf: South Africa; ken: Kenya; bwa: Botswana; mdg: Mada-
gascar; cmr: Cameroon; mwi: Malawi; eth: Ethiopia; bdi: Burundi; zmb: Zambia; mus:
Mauritius; zar: Zaire; tza: Tanzania.
48E Some more arithmetic
E.1 Regions vs. the world






where yi;t is region i’s averagereal per capita GDP at time t,a n d N y tis the world-wide







where yj;i;t is real per capita GDP for country j in region i at time t, and the number
of countries in region i is ni. Average world-wide per capita GDP at time t, N yt,i s





y i ; t
where the total number of countries N equals
PK
iD1 ni. The following model is
estimated :




log.Q yi;t−1/ C ui;t
or
log Q yi;t D i log Q xi;t C ui;t
where Q xi;t are lagged Q yi;t’s and i D e−i. The estimator O i, which measures the
estimated relative convergence of region i relative to the world average, satisﬁes:
log Q yi D O i log Q xi (E.4)
E.2 Individual countries vs. regions
In a similar way we candeﬁnereal per capita GDP for country j D 1;:::;ni relative




; 8j and i (E.5)
Now, we deﬁne j;i as the relative convergenceparameter of country j relative to the
average of region i. It is estimated from:
log Q yj;i;t D j;i log Q xj;i;t C uj;i;t
49The estimator O j;i satisﬁes:
log Q yj;i D O j;i log Q xj;i (E.6)
E.3 Individual countries vs. the world
Combining equations (E.3) and (E.5) we can calculate the real per capita GDP for an
individual country j relative to the world-wide average level of real per capita GDP
(Q Q yj;i;t)a s
Q Q y j; i ; t D
y j; i ; t
N y t
It is clear that, for all j and i,









DQ y j ; i ; tQ y i ; t
In logarithms:
log Q Q yj;i;t D log Q yj;i;t C log Q yi;t (E.7)
These equations hold for all t D 1;:::;T and hence for the average over time:
log Q Q yj;i D log Q yj;i C log Q yi (E.8)
Supposej measuresrelative convergenceof country j relative to the world average,
that is
log Q Q yj;i;t D j log Q Q xj;i;t C uj;t
The estimator O j satisﬁes:
O j D log Q Q yj;i =log Q Q xj;i
Obviously,estimator O j is related to estimators O i and O j;i. From equation(E.8) using
(E.4) and (E.6) we can calculate the estimator O j directly as a weighted average of
estimators O j;i and O i:
O j D
O j;i log Q xj;i C O i log Q xi
log Q Q xj;i
where, analogous to equation (E.7)
log Q Q xj;i D log Q xj;i C log Q xi
50